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There are a number of persistent anomalies
in binding theory. One is the lack of an
integrated view of long distance anaphora.
Anaphors generally require an antecedent,
but languages have been found to show
striking differences as to where such
antecedents may occur. This volume is a
collection of original articles by
distinguished contributors on the nature of
anaphoric systems in a wide variety of
genetically and structurally different
languages, and examines the general laws
underlying the apparent diversity of data
from the perspective of current linguistic
theory. There is a surprising degree of
convergence in the analyses proposed. A
substantive introduction summarizes and
discusses the main results, providing an
integrative picture of individual and
common results.
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Remarks on English Long-Distance Anaphora - jstor May 15, 2011 This thesis investigates the distribution of
long-distance anaphors (LDAs) in Latin and proposes an analysis which takes into account both Subject-oriented and
non Subject-oriented Long-distance Anaphora There are a number of persistent anomalies in binding theory. One is
the lack of an integrated view of long distance anaphora. Anaphors generally require an A (Covert) Long Distance
Anaphor in English anaphor in a local domain, even in those languages that allow long-distance possible that the
long-distance anaphor is something other than an anaphor,. Long Distance Anaphora - Cambridge University Press
of Long-Distance Anaphora. Norvin Richards MIT. April 1996. 1. Introduction. A number of recent versions of binding
theory have been based partly on notions Munin: Long-distance anaphora in Latin This paper investigates the
distribution of long distance anaphors in two typologically unrelated languages, Italian and Chinese, and shows that in
spite of the Long Distance Anaphora - Cambridge University Press The Development of Long-Distance
Anaphora: A Cross - jstor One is the lack of an integrated view of long distance anaphora. Anaphors generally require
an antecedent, but languages have been found to show striking Images for Long Distance Anaphora New York
University. Remarks on English Long-Distance Anaphora. The phenomenon of long distance reflexives/long distance
anaphora (LDA) has been. Long-distance anaphora and the blocking effect*19 - ISLI anaphor in a local domain,
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even in those languages that allow long-distance possible that the long-distance anaphor is something other than an
anaphor,. Long Distance Anaphora - Cambridge University Press Long distance scrambling and anaphora*. George
Tsoulas. University of York gt3@. Abstract. This paper explores the impact of long distance none anaphor in a local
domain, even in those languages that allow long-distance possible that the long-distance anaphor is something other
than an anaphor,. Binding Principle for Long-distance Anaphors - KU ScholarWorks There are a number of
persistent anomalies in binding theory. One is the lack of an integrated view of long distance anaphora. Anaphors
generally require an Long Distance Anaphora - Google Books Result One is the lack of an integrated view of long
distance anaphora. Anaphors generally require an antecedent, but languages have been found to show striking : Long
Distance Anaphora (9780521400008): Jan Long-distance anaphora in Latin. Per Erik Solberg. Course code:
LIN-3990. Masters Degree Programme in Theoretical Linguistics. Departement of Language Long Distance Anaphora
- Jan Koster - Google Books distance and local binding anaphors. In section 3, I discuss how feature-raising analysis
can account for apparent long-distance binding phenomena in Picture-. Long-distance anaphors and the blocking
effect revisited: An East This paper aims at giving a principled account of long-distance anaphora Keywords
long-distance anaphora, blocking effect, subject orientation, feature. Binding Principle for Long-Distance Anaphors.
Long distance scrambling and anaphora - In this paper, I aim to give a unified account of long-distance and
localbinding phenomena and provide a single constrained theory of anaphors in the framework Long Distance
Anaphora - Cambridge University Press There are a number of persistent anomalies in binding theory. One is the lack
of an integrated view of long distance anaphora. Anaphors generally require an From temporal anchoring to long
distance anaphors SpringerLink One is the lack of an integrated view of long distance anaphora. Anaphors generally
require an antecedent, but languages have been shown to show striking A Feature-Based Account of Long-Distance
Anaphora Hyeran Lee anaphora is blocked. We therefore propose that strict readings of reflexives in comparatives
involve binding of a long-distance anaphor from the subject position subject-oriented long-distance anaphora, which
shows up as the fourth binding principle. The striking internal congruence of the resulting four principle based. The
Development of Long-Distance Anaphora: A Cross - jstor A (Covert) Long Distance Anaphor in English
Original articles by distinguished contributors on the nature of anaphoric systems in a wide variety of genetically and
structurally different languages, examine Long-Distance Anaphora - UCLA Linguistics Oct 30, 2016 (Cole et al.
1990:1). The long-distance anaphor ziji also shows this potential antecedent blocks its long-distance bind- ing, which
refers to a a feature-based account of long-distance anaphora - John Long Distance Reflexives and Universal
Grammar. A distribution of anaphoric elements roughly like that found in English occurs in languages around the world:
Toward a Feature-Movement Theory of Long-Distance Anaphora *Anaphora *Binding Theory Icelandic.
ABSTRACT. An analysis of long-distance anaphora, a binding phenomenon in which reflexives find their antecedents
Long-distance anaphora in Latin - Munin anaphora is blocked. We therefore propose that strict readings of reflexives
in comparatives involve binding of a long-distance anaphor from the subject position Long Distance Anaphora Cambridge University Press 1. Long-distance. anaphora: an. overview. Eric. Reuland. and. Jan. Koster. 1 Introduction
One of the major foci of linguistic research during the last decade has
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